The Triangle Trade
When the schooner Sultana was patrolling the coast of North America for smugglers
from 1768 to 1772, ships entered the Chesapeake Bay from all over the world
carrying goods from Europe, Africa, and the West Indies. These ships were often
trading with other countries for goods that were not produced at home. Europe was
known for manufactured products such as cloth, guns, furniture, and dining ware,
while the thirteen colonies and the West Indies were producing raw materials. The
warm climate of the Caribbean islands was ideal for growing sugar, while crops such
as cotton, tobacco, rice, indigo, corn, and wheat were grown in the colonies. These
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Slaves were often captured during tribal wars in Africa, then marched to trading
posts set up along that continent’s western coast. European ships arrived with
manufactured goods such as guns and ammunition and traded for slaves, then sailed
the captives across the ocean to markets in the West Indies and the thirteen
colonies. This voyage, known as the “Middle Passage,” was incredibly brutal and
many of the slaves did not survive the trip. Those that did were sold at slave
auctions, then sent to work on large farms up and down the Atlantic coast. Owners
of slave ships would often be paid for their human cargo with raw materials like
sugar or tobacco and return to Europe.
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Because the journey of a single ship often followed the shape of a triangle (see
map on the previous page), this trading system is referred to as the “Triangle
Trade.” Ships did not always follow this pattern, however. Sometimes ships
from the colonies would sail directly to the West Indies to trade corn and
wheat for sugar. In the latter half of the 18th century, some slave owners in
America sent ships directly to Africa to obtain slaves. There was also lots of
trading between England and the thirteen colonies that did not involve slaves
at all. However, It is important to remember that without slave labor, the
entire economic system in the thirteen colonies and the West Indies would
have failed.

Slaves working on a sugar plantation in the West Indies.

The “slave trade” was incredibly cruel and led to the deaths of millions of
Africans. Families were torn apart when family members were sold to new
owners. The long hours of hard physical labor in the cotton and tobacco fields,
small food rations, and harsh treatment by slave owners made life miserable.
The slave trade also spread new cultural ideas to the Americas. When they
arrived on plantations in the thirteen colonies, Africans brought with them new
ideas about religion, politics, food, music, and many other aspects of their way
of life. The cultural exchange from the slave trade still has a huge impact on
American society today.
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
DIRECTIONS: Read the text on the previous page, then answer the following
questions in complete sentences. Write your answers on the lines provided.
1.

What were some manufactured goods produced in Europe?

2.

What were some raw materials being produced in the thirteen colonies?

3.

Why did plantation owners in the colonies and West Indies trade for slaves?

4.

What was the “Middle Passage?

5.

What are some ways the slave trade still impacts American society today?
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